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Visual Studio Code supports portable mode. This mode allows all data created and maintained by VS Code to live near itself so that it can be moved in different environments. This mode also provides a way to set the location of the installation folder for US code extensions, useful for business environments that prevent extensions from being installed in the windows AppData folder. Portable mode is
supported on the ZIP download for Windows and the TAR. GZ download for Linux, as well as download the regular application for macOS. See the download page to find the right .zip / .tar.gz file for your platform. Note: Do not try to configure portable mode to install windows users or system installers. Portable mode is only supported in the Windows ZIP archive (.zip). Also note that the Windows ZIP
archive does not support an automatic update. Enable Portable mode Windows, Linux After unpacking the US Code download a data map in the US Code folder: |- VSCode-win32-x64-1.25.0-insider | |- Code.exe (or code executable) | |- data | | Starting that year, that folder will be used to contain all U.S. code information, including session status, preferences, extensions, etc. The data folder can be moved
to other US code installations. This is useful for updating your portable US code version, in which case you move the data folder to a newer unpacked version of US code. macOS On macOS, you must place the data folder as the brother of the application itself. Since the folder will be next to the application, you need to name it specifically so that US Code can find it. The default folder name is code-
portable data: |- Visual Studio Code.app |- code-portable-data Portable Mode doesn't work if your application is quarantined, which happens by default if you've just downloaded VS code. Make sure to remove the quarantine attribute if the portable mode doesn't seem to work: xattr -dr.apple.quarantine Visual\ Studio\ Code.app Note: On Insiders, the code-insiders-portable data folder must be called. On
Windows and Linux, you update US code by copying the data folder to a more recent version of US code. On macOS, automatic updates should work as always, no extra work required. Migrate to portable mode You also migrate an existing installation to portable mode: Download the US code zip code distribution for your platform. Create the data folder or code-portable data as above. Copy the Code user
databook into data and change it to user data: Windows %APPDATA%\Code macOS $HOME/Library/Application Support/Code Linux $HOME/.config/Code Copy the extensionsmap to data: Windows %USERPROFILE%\.vscode\extensions macOS ~/.vscode/code/extensions Linux ~/.vscode/extensions | |- Code.exe (or code enforceable) | |- data | | |- user data | | | | | | | | | | |-- extensions | | | |- | | | | | | TMP
Map Default, the default TMP folder is still the system, even in Portable Portable Portable since no state is held. If you want your TMP folder in your portable folder, create an empty tmp folder in the data folder. As long as a tmp folder exists, it is used for TMP data. 10/8/2020 Free and built on open source. Integrated Git, debugging and extensions. Visual Studio Code comes with English by default,
because the display language and other languages depend on Language Packet extensions available through marketplace. VS Code detects the operating system's user interface language and asks you to install the correct language pack, if available on the Marketplace. Below is an example that recommends a simplified Chinese language pack: after installing the Language Pack extension and following
the prompt to restart, VS Code uses the Language Pack that matches your operating system's user interface language. The display language also changes the default user interface language by explicitly setting the US Code Display language using the Configure Display Language command. Press ⇧⌘P (Windows, Linux Ctrl+Shift+P) to display the command palette, and then start typing display to
configure and display the Display Language command. Press Enter, and you'll see a list of installed languages by country, highlighting the current lande. Use the extra languages to install... select the option to install more language packs on the Marketplace or another landlist in the list. Changing the land aid requires a restart of US code. You will be prompted to restart when you select a country. The
Configure Display Language command is written to the Runtime Metamanification Arguments file in the US Code (.vscode) folder for the user. The landscape can also be changed by directly editing the argv.json file (Preferences: Configure Runtime arguments) and restartING US code. Available locales Display Language Language English (US) and Simplified Chinese zh-CN Traditional Chinese zh-TW
French fr German de Italian it Spanish es Japanese ja Korean ko Russian ru Bulgarian bg Hungarian hu Portuguese (Brazil) pt-br Turkish tr Marketplace Language Packs As described above, US Code ships with English as the standard display language, but other languages are available through Marketplace Language Packs. You can search for language packages in extensions (⇧⌘X (Windows, Linux
Ctrl+Shift+X)) view by typing the language you're looking for, along with category:Language packs. Let you install multiple language packets and select the current display language using the Configure Display Language command. Set the language If you want to use a specific language for a US code session, use the command-line switch --locale to specify a locale when you start US code. Below is a of
using the command line switch --locale to set the US code display language to French: Code . --locale=fr Note: You must have the correct language pack installed for the language you specify with the command control switch. If the corresponding language is is not installed, VS Code displays English. FAQS Can't write to the file because the file is dirty This notification may mean that your argv.json file has
not been saved after a previous change. Check for errors in the file (Preferences: Configure Runtime arguments), make sure the file is saved, and try reinstalling the Language Pack. Can I contribute to the translations of a language package? Yes, the Visual Studio Code Community Localization Project is open to everyone, where contributors can deliver new translations, vote on existing translations or
propose process improvements. 8/10/2020 The Brazilian Portuguese package provides a localized user interface (UI) for US code. How to use Once installed, configure locale: en-br on locale.json to load the language pack into Portuguese House. To change the locale.json on Ctrl+Shift+P to open the command cane, type config to filter the list of available commands, and then select the Configure
Language command. For more information, visit Documents. Contributions Phrases for translation are maintained in the Project DevTools - US Code in mlcp (Microsoft Localization Community Platform). To join the translation, visit the community's location page for more information. License Source code and translated phrases are licensed under the MIT license. The Brazilian language Portuguese is
provided to you By the community, for the community Special thanks to the community of employees for making this possible. Key contributors: Roberto Fonseca Bruno Sonnino Danilo Dantas Alessandro Fragnani Kayky de Brito dos Santos Rodrigo Crespi Contributors: Marcelo Fernandes Lucas Miranda Frederico Oliveira Felipe Caputo douglas.martim Otacilio Saraiva Maia Neto Thiago Custodio
Douglas Eccker Roberto Nunes Thiago Aragão Marcelo Andrade Rodrigo Romano Luan Moreno Medeiros Maciel Fabioira Oliveira Joquio Mes matheus Palu Thiago Moreira de Souza Arrais Bruno Ochotorena Roger Figueiredo Marcelo Novaes Atílio Dadalto Victor Hugo Schmidt Alefe Souza rafaeloliveiras Ilton Sequeira Marcelo Camargo Arthur Bruel Thiago Lunar Rcardo Santos Vinicius Ribeiro
thiago_franco Pedro Sereno João Holanda DouglasHeydt Yehos Olive Lohua Lohuaiane Groner leonardosnt Aproveite! English Language Pack provides localized user interface experience for US code. Use Once installed, set locale: en-br in locale.json to load Portuguese (Brazil) Language Pack. To change locale.json on Ctrl+Shift+P to display the command palette, type config to filter the list of available
commands, and then select the Configure Language command. For more information, see Documents. Contributions The translation series are maintained in the 'DevTools - VS Code' project in Microsoft Localization Community Platform (MLCP). See the for more information if you want to participate in the translation. Translation. The source code and strings are licensed under the MIT license. Portuguese
(Brazil) Language Pack is brought to you by community, for community localization effort. Special thanks to the community staff for making it available. Top contributors: Roberto Fonseca Bruno Sonnino Danilo Dantas Alessandro Fragnani Kayky de Brito dos Santos Rodrigo Crespi Contributors: Marcelo Fernandes Lucas Miranda Frederico Oliveira Felipe Caputo douglas.martim Otacilio Saraiva Maia Neto
Thiago Custodio Douglas Eccker Roberto Nunes Thiago Aragão Marcelorade and Rodrigo Rodrigo Romano Luan Moreno Medeiros Maciel Fabio Oliveira João Mesquita Matheus Palu Thiago Moreira de Souza Arrais Bruno Ochotorena Roger Figueiredo Marcelo Novaes Atílio Dadalto Victor Hugo Schmidt Alefe Souza rafaeloliveiras Ilton Sequeira Marcelo Camargo Arthur Bruel Thiago Lunardi Rcardo
Santos Vinicius Ribeiro thiago_franco Pedro Sereno João Holanda DouglasHeydt Yehoshua Oliveira Loiane Groner leonardosnt Enjoy! Enjoy!
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